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  The fo11owing notes are based on the lectures delivered by the author at "The Arith-
metic, GeometTy aud Topo}ogy of A!gebraic cycles", JuRe 15-July 4 in 2002 at Merelia,
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1 Abel-Jacobi maps and non-representabilit

group
yofChow

We start with recalling the theorem of Abel•-Jacobi: For a Riemann surface .X the Abel-

Jacobi map
                         px : Ag(X) --År J(X)

is an isomorphisrn. Here Ao(X) denotes the group of zerro-cycles of degree zero on X
modulo rational equivalence and J(X) is the Jacobian of X, which is defined to be the
cemp}ex torgs (indeed ag abeliaR variety)

                         HO(X, st})'/Hi (JSC, Z) ,

tke dual ef tke space of tke helemgrphic 1-form$ cx X quotiekte{i by the fiyst hemology
group of X embedded in the space by integration of forms, Fixing a base point O E X we
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have七heformula for α＝ ExeX～［x］εAo(X), 

ρx（α）＝（ω→L nx j_ w) (w E H0(X,Oi-), 
zεx vu  

where J; is the integration along any chosen path from 0 to x. 
Now leもX be a projective smooth variety over C and let CHr(X) be the group of 

algebraic cycles of codimension r on X modulo r叫ionalequivalence. A fundamen七al
problem is to search for a reasonable (particularly Hodge theore七ic)theory that provides 
us a good understanding of the structure of CHr(X). The first significant step toward 
this problem was taken by Gri血thswho defined the Abel-Jacobi map 

ρx : CHr(X)hom→ Jr(X) 

where CHr(X)hom C CHr(X) is the subgroup of those cycle classes th叫 arehomologi-
cally equivalent to zero (namely whose cohomology classes are trivial）佃dJr(X) is the 
intermediaもeJacobian of X, which is defined to be the complex tor田（notan abelian 
V町 ietyin general) 

pn+iH2m+i(X,C)*/H2m+i(X,Z), (m = dim(X) -r) 

where FP Hq(X, C) denotes出eHodge filtration on Hq(X, C). For a E CHr(X)hom we 
have出eformula 

ふ（α）＝（ω→必）（ω♂叩m-1(X,C)), 

where r is aもopological2m + 1-chain such出叫 δr＝α叩 dwεFm+lH2m-l (X, C) 
is represented by a harmonic form on X. We noteもhatin c回 er = d := dim(X), 
CHd(X)hom = Ao(X), the group of zerかcyclesof degree zero on X modulo rational 
equivalence, and Jd(X) = Alb(X), the Albanese variety, and p会isthe so-c叫ledAlbanese 
map. 

If Gri伍thsAbel-Jacobi map were an isomorphism, there would not be much to explore 
in the world of algebraic cycles. It is not the C錨 edue to出efollowing theorem of Mumford 

[MJ. 

Theorem 1.1 Let X beαprojective smooth surface over C with H0(X, Oi）ヂ 0.Then 
CH2(X)hom = A0(X) is infinite dimensional. In pα出 cularKer（ρを） is very large. 

I will give a precise definition of infiniもedimensionaliもylater in 2.3. The above出eorem
implies七haもChowgroups in general are too large to be represented by ordinary algebrか
geometric structure. Evenもhoughthe r田 ulもmaybe now considered an origin of the whole 
edifice of theory of mixed motives, a pessimistic feeling should have spread over the study 
of algebraic cycles in those times. With his ingenious insight S. Bloch shed new light by 

proposing the following co吋ecture.

Conjecture 1.2 Let X bεa projεcti閃 smoothsurfαce o 
Pi is an isomo叩hism.

Note H0(X,f2i) = F2H2(X,C). The conjecture su邸es旬七hatevenもhoughthe struc-
ture of Chow group seems chaoもic,it is mys七eriouslyrelated with Hodge structure. 
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2 Bloch-Beilinson filtration on Chow groups 

An important observation is the following natural isomorphism discovered by Carlson 
[Ca], 

Jr(X）ム ExtMns(Z,H2←1(X,Z(r)), 

where M HS denotes the caもegoryof mixed Hodge structures introduced by Deligne [D]. ． 
Th鼠 impliesthat組 elementof CHr(X)1回Of7

MHS. One may then have a naive exp配 t叫ionthatもheremay be a secondary cycle cl錨 S

map from Ker（ρ去）もohigher extension groups Ext~HS• which fails due to the fact that 
Ext~ns = 0 for p主2.IもW邸 A.Beilinsonwho got an innovative idea to remedy出e
situation. He postulates the existence of such a suitable c叫egory(called the category of 
mixed motives）七hatall elements of Chow groups町 ecaptured by higher extensions in 
the category. A more precise formulation is出efollowing conjecture. 

Inもherest of仕ieseno同 weneglectもorsion:If M is佃 abeliangroup we let M denote 
M⑧ Q by abuse of notation. 

Conjecture 2.1 For every projective smooth variety X over C, there exists a canonical 
βltration (cαlled Bloch-Beilinson filtration) 

CHr(X) = F'iACHr(X）コFんCHT(X）コFふCHT(X）コ・・・

such thαt the following formula holゐforeach integer v 2: 0: 

FんCHr(X)/FAf1CHr(X）ム ExtMMc(l,h2…（X)(r)). 

Here入イん1cdenotes the (conjectural) cαtegory of mixed motives over C which contains as 
a full subcategory Grothendieck's category Mc of （仰向）moti附 overC, h*(X)(r）εMc 
denotes the cohomological object with Tate twist associated to Xαnd 1 = h0(Sp舵 （k)).

In [Sa2] and [J] it is proved that七heBloch-Beilinson filtrationおuniqueif iもexおもs
under the assumption of the standard conjectures. Several candidates for Bloch-Beilinson 
臼trationsexist. Among those we adopもthefilもration

F五McHr(X)c CHr(X) （ν主0)

defined in何a2],Def.(1-3). In七hissection we deno旬 F8MCHr(X)simply by F11CHr(X). 
The definition of the filtr叫ionwill be included in the appendix. It satisfies the following 
properties (cf. [Sal] and [Sa2]): 

(Fl) F°CHr(X) = CHr(X）削 F1CHr(X)= CHr(X)1wm・

(F2) F2CHr(X) c Ker（ρ去） and F2CHr(X)nCHr(X)al9 = Ker(px)ncHr(x)al9, where 
CHr(X)alg c CHr(X）也thesubgroup ofもhosecycle classes that are algebraically 
equivalent to zero. 

(F3) F'CHr(X) is respected by the action of algebraic correspondences. 

(F4) The induced附 ionof拘ebraiccorrespondenc田 onthe鰯 ociatedgraded module 
GrpCHr(X) factors through the homological equivalence. 
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(F5) FNCHr(X) = pr+icHr(X) for any N主r+ 1. 

The existence of a Bloch-Beilinson filtration would implies the following conjecture. 

Co吋ecture2.2 pr+icHr(X) = 0. 

If X is a projective smooth surface over C, F1CH2(X) = A0(X) and F2CH2(X) = 
Ker（ρ生）by (Fl) and ( F2). One immediately sees from the definition that H0 ( X, Ok) = O 
implies F2CH2(X) = F3CH2(X). Thus 2.2鼠ageneralization of Bloch’s conjecture 1.2. 

Now we s七叫ea result which refines 1.1 by using出eabove filtration. For this we need 
refine the notion of infinite dimensionality for Chow groups introduced in 1.1 by Mumford. 
Indeed we define certain hierarchy of infinite dimensionality. Let X be a projective smooth 
variety of dimension dover C. Here we are concerned only with CHd(X) = CH0(X），出e
group of zerかcycleson X modulo rational equivalence. In [Sal] more general c鍋田町e
treated. NoteもhatF1CHo(X) = Ao(X) and F2CH0(X）民 thekernel of the Albanese 
m叩 Ao(X）→Alb(X)by (Fl) and (F2). 

Definition 2.3 Let X be a projective smooth variety of dimension d over C. Fix sub-
groups Fαnd S of A0(X). For an integerμ さ 0,S is of rank三μmodFザthere
exists Y, (possibly reducible} smooth projective of dimension壬μoverC andαmorphism 
f:Y→X such that 

Sc F + Image(A0(Y）ム Ao(X)).

Let rk(S mod F) be the minimal integer μ三0for which S is of rank壬μmodF. In 
case F CS weαlso denote rk(S/F) = rk(S mod F). 

We have the equivalence of the conditions 

rk(Ao(X)) > 1特 Ao(X）おinfinitedimensional in the sense of [M]. 

One C組 provethat if S is weakly representable modulo F (which me副 首 出 叫 there
is組 abelianvariety A over C 組 da reasonable map p : Ao(X）→ A(C) such that 
Ker（ρ） n S = F n S, see [Sal], Def.5.1), then rk(S mod F) :::;: 1. We refer the readersもo
[Sal] for the proof of the following出eorems.

Theorem 2.4 Let X be a projective smooth suヴαceover C. The following conditions a陀
equivαlent: 

(1) F2CH0(X) = F3CH0(X). 

(2) rk(F2CHo(X)/F3CHo(X）） 三1.

(3) rk(Ao(X)/F3CHo(X）） 壬1.

(4) H0(X, Ok)= o. 

Noもethat 2.4 sもrengthens1.1 which is equivalen七七othe implicaもion

rk(F2CHo(X）） 壬1＝争 H0(x,n~ ） = o. 

There exisもsthe generalization of 2.4 to higher dimensional case. 
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Theorem 2.5 Let X be a projective smooth variety of dimension d over C. Assume thαt 
B(X) (cf. below) holds. For an integerν三2,the following conditionsα陀 equivαlent:

(1) FνCHo(X) = F川 1CHo(X).

(2) rk(F"CHo(X)/ F叶 1CHo(X））三 ν－1. 

(3) rk(Ao(X)/ F叶 1CHo(X万三 ν－1.

(4) Hν（X,Q）出 N1H"(X,Q),where NPH寧（X,Q) c H*(X, Q) is the conivea包五ltration

(cf. 6.2 for the deβnition). 

By definition B(X) holds if the inverse of the t削 dLefschetz isomorphism 

Ld-q : Hq(X,Q）ニ今 Hu-q(X,Q) for Vqさd:=di認（X),

is algebraic, namely induced by an algebraic correspondence (cf. section 6), where Lε 
H2(X, Q) is the class of問問抑 linebundle. R忠callthat B(X) isもhe仲 calledhard 
Lefschetz conjecture and is a part of七hestandard conjectures. The following facts are 
known (cf. [K]). Let C be the c前egoryof smooぬprojectivevarieti田 overC. 

{Bl) Let XE  C. The Hodge conjecture for X×X implies B(Xト

(B2) If B(X) and B(Y) hold for X, Y EC, then B(X×Y) holds. 

(B3) If B(X) holds for X E C叩 dY C Xis乱 smoothhypersurface section, then B(Y) 
holds. 

(B4) If B(X) holds in the following c邸側：

(i) dim(X) ~ 2. 

(ii) Xis a smooth complete intersection in a projective sp蹴 e.

(iii) X is an abelian varieも.y.

(iv) X is a flag variety. 

3 Mumford’s invariants 

Now七hefollowing problems arise. 

(I) Find a tractable invariant to capture cycl部 inF"CHr(X) wi色huと2.

(II) Relate the invariant to higher extensions in a suitable catego早

Of course the second problem aris部 naturallyin view of Beilinson’s conj舵 旬 開 2.1.
We will discuss it in sections 4加 d5. In this secもionwe discuss the fir前 problem.In his 
詩語inalwor註［誠｝ Mumford used holomorphic込forms知識pturezer＇かcyd邸 ona surface. 
C. Voisin [V] gene叫問dit to families of zero-cy伽 onsud邸側・ Thepurpose of this 
section is to generalizeもhoseconsもructionsandぬ錨sociateto a cycle in F"CHr(X) its 
cl掛 sin the cohomolo郎rof certain complex arising arithmetic Gauss-Manin connection, 
which we call Mumford invariants. Such th回 ryof cycle cla路 esh槌 beenformulated as 
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a conjecture by Green and Griffiths where they use the conjectural filtr叫ionof Bloch-
Beilinson (see [G]). 

For th叫 purposewe use another自ltration(cf. [Sa2], Def.(1-2)) 

F[,CHr(X) c F[,MCHr(X) c CHr(X) （ν三0),

which is a slight modification of FfmCHr(X) used in the previous section (the definition 
of Ff,CHr(X) will be recalled in the appendix). It satisfies (Fl) through (F4) in出e
previous section. We have the following fact (cf. [Sa2], Thm.(1・1)).

Proposition 3.1 We have F五CHr(X)= F長McHr(X），αssumingthe homological and 
numerical equivalences coincide. 

First we introduce some notations. In what follows f : X→Spec(C) denotes a smooth 
p刈ectivevariety over C. Let n~1奇 be the differential module of C overむ， thealgebraic 

p • 
closure of Q，叩dput n~／否＝八n~；否・ Note that n~／電 is a complex vector space of infinite 

dimension if p ~ 1. Let 

HJm(X/C) ＝皿q(X,Ox;d 加 d FP H'bR(X/C) ＝回収， fl~ic) C H'bR(X/C) 

be七hede貼 m cohomology of X/C and its Hodge filtration. Let 

¥i' : H'bR(X/C) → n~；，奇⑧ H'bR(X/C)

be the arithmetic Gauss-Manin connection, that c叩 bedefined to be the boundary map 
arising from the exact sequence of complexes of sheaves on X 

0 → rn~1否⑧ Q土／C卜1］→ 0土／吾／F20土／電→ nx;c → 0,

where fli；否 denotesthe sheaf of differentials of X O刊 rQ and FPfl"x；電 denotesthe image 

of rn~／吾⑧ n;;ij → n'x；，否・ We extend ¥i' to 

マ： n~；ポ H'bR(X/C） → 0品⑧ H'bR(X/C)

by出eformula 
マ（ω③ η）＝仇J⑧η＋(-1）匂⑧Vη．

Two basic facts are: 

(1) (flatn回 s)¥72 = 0 

(2) (transversality) ¥i'(FPH'bR(X/C)) C 0~／否⑧ p-1H'bR(X/C)・

Definition 3.2 For integers T，νとOthe space 'V Jr,v(X) of Mumford invariants is defined 
to be the cohomology of the following complex: 

n~~がF…+1H'fiii.v(X/C)エ%がp-vH'f{ii,v(X/C) エ n~~占®FrートiH'fiii.v(X/C) 
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Proposition 3.3 There exists a nαtural map 

ゆ"i': F"CHr(X）吋 VJr・"(X)

which is functorial forαmorphism Y→ X of projective smooth vαrieties 仰 erC and 
satisfies <P"i'(F吋 1CHr(X）） 口 0.

In c制 ev = 1ゆYis rel叫edto the Gri血出sAbel-Jacobi map p先描 follows.It is the 
Griffiths cons主ructionof infini憾 imalinvarianもsof normal functions. We no総

Jr(X) = H2川 （X,C)/ pr-1 H2r-l(X, C) + H2←1(X, Z(r)). 

We have七hecomparison isomorphism H収点）二→ H'bR(X/C)preserving出eHodge 
鼠もrationsand the arithmetic Gauss-Manin connection V annihilaも佃もheimage of the 
subspace Hq(X, Q(r)) C Hq(X, C). Hence V induces 

T : Jr(X）→VJr,1(X) 

and one can check七hatゅY=TOρ2・

The map </>"l' can be defined by the same idea. of the definition of the infinitesimal 
inv組側sof higher normal functions introduced in [Sa3］，ぬichgeneraliz器 Gri誌もhsnor柵

mal functions and infinitesimal invari肌 ts.It is based on the theory of cycle classes in 
Deligne cohomology. In the next section we will explain a refinement of the above cycle 
cl錨 smap by using the theory of cycle classes in higher ex総nsiongroups in the c誌egory
of釘 ithmeもicHodge sもrucもuresdeveloped by Gr鮒 ルGri鼠ths,M.As鳩山aand M.Saito (cf. 
[AI], 3.2 and 4.2肌 d[MSa2]). 

Here we gi刊 abrief explan叫ionof出econsむructionofゆ1・ We start with出ecycle 
class map deおedby El・Zein[EZJ 

cez : cHr(x）→IHrr(X, Oi~Q), 

where the impo泌総 pointおも0滅的／Qi総 eadof O:Xic・ There is a訟もraもion

Oi＇；否コ F"Oi/Q:= Imαge(f'"0~1吾＠日記ijP[-pJ). (/ : X吋 Sp田（C))

Its graded quotients are given by 

G伊3；奇 ＝ rn~1奇⑧ O~／（t[pJ.

In view of 

Hq(X, rn~／Q R Oi/cP）二→ 0~／QR pr-p H'bR(XjC), 

we getぬespectral sequence 

Ef'q = H内 （X,G~Oi/Q) ＝叫／否⑧F円 H'bR(X/C)寺田川（X,Oi/o)

wh徽 di笠宮entialdJ'q is ideおも埠edwiもhVbyi五OJ.Thus the cons紅uctionof <Pi is red田 d
to show the following facts which are shown by the same argument踊［Sa3],Lem.（！・1)
組 dProp.(2-1): 
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( 1) The above spectral sequence degenerates aもE2・

(2) ¢'}'(Fvcnr(X)) c FvlffiT(X, Oi/ij), where the l邸 tgroup denotes the filtration on 

IHir(X, Oi/ij) associated to the spect叫 sequence.

Now we present a theorem implying th叫ゆYwith ν2:'.: 1 is able to detect non-trivial 
cycles in出ekernel of Gri白色hsAbel-Jacobi map. 

Let X c JF+l be a smoo出 hypersurfaceof degree d and of dimension n. By the 
Lefschetz theory the restriction map Hi(JF+1, Q）→ Hi(X, Q) is an isomorphism unless 
i＝η. By the definition of FνCHr(X) it implies七hatif 2r主n+l,

(1) CHr(X)hom = F1CHr(X) = F2…CHr(X). 

(2) pNcnr(X) = F2r-n+icnr(X) for '<IN三2r-n + 1. 

Thus pvcnr(X)/ pv+icnr(X) is interesting only ifν ＝ 2r -n. Now we consider the 
C錨 er＝η ー1,namely the C錨 eof one cycles on X. 

Let £ C X be a line on X 組 dconsider 

f3t := d・［£］－［XnL］εcnn-1(X)hom= pn-2cnn-1(X), 

where L c JF+l is a linear subspace of dimension 2 intersecting properly with X. We are 
inter田もedin the image of f3t under 

。：＝ゆ~－1,n-2 : pn-2cnn-1(X）→マr-1,n-2(X).

Theorem 3.4 ([Sa3}, Thmイ0・1}}

(1) If d三nと3and X is general with陀 spectto £, thenゆ（f3t）ヂ0and hence f3t ¢ 
pn-1c nn-1 (X). 

(2) Assume d三2n-1 and X is general. Then ¢(CHn-1(X)al9) = 0. 

By [Bo], Prop.2.1 there exists always a line £ C X if d壬2n-1. Thus we get the 
following. 

Corollary 3.5 For every line£ on a general hypersurface X C JF+l of degreed= 2n-1, 

f3t ¢ pn-1cnn-1(X) + cnn-1(X)alg・

Remark 3.6 (1) In case n = 3 and d = 5 (quintic 3・folds)3.5 is due to Gr可ifjiths,
who found the first example where the homologicalαnd algebraic equivalence do not 
coincide even modulo torsion. 

(2) If nさ4,the intermediate Jacobian Jn-1(X) vanishes so that it is not possible to 
cap tu問。Eby using the Griffiths Abel-Jacobi map. 

(3) In [NJ Nori captured a nont付仇αlcycle in the kernel of the G吋却thsAbel-Jacobi m叩

by using the de Rham cohomology of the total spαce of a family of projective smooth 
varieties over a parameter sapce S. 
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Here we explain the idea of the proof of 3.4 very briefly. We refer the readers to [Sa3] 
for the details. As for ( 1) we use the induction onπ. We take a hyperplane H c pn+l 
such出叫 Ec Hand that H intersects transversally X. Put Y = X n H. The first key 
sもepis the construction of出ecommutative diagram 

pn-3c Hn-2 (Y) 

↓九

pn-2cHn-1(X) 

＃”－2,n-3 
y 

ー一一→

φ”－l,n-2 x 
一一ゆ

マJ帥－2,n-3(Y)

ti事

マJn-1,n-2(X)

whereもhevertical思 apsare the Gysin maps forもheimmersion i : Y －→ X. By definition 
hεpn-2cHn-l(X) li開 inthe image of九onthe left hand side. The key poi川崎 toshow 
the fact: if H is a general hyperplane containing£, i. on the right hand side is injective. 
Then 3《1)is reduced toぬesame部 sertionfor Y andもk induction proceeds. By the 
definition of i. onもheright hand side, the injectivity follows from the exactness at the 
middle ofぬecomplex: 

n~足 ®F3HvR(U/C) ム Q誌 ®F2HvR(U/C) エ n~五 ®F1HvR(U/C)

where U口 X-Y and FP H'bn(U /C) ＝蹄q(X,~~c(logY)) with n土1c(logY), the complex 
of the sheaves of di証erentialsof X over C with logarithmic poles along Y. It can be 
controlled by using (generalized) Jacobi総 ringsthat provide an algebraic description of 
the infinitesimal part of variation of mixed Hodge structures associated to the cohomology 
of the universal family of the moduli space of U. 

The key ideaもoshow 3.4(2) is to de長問 asubspace 

マJム；（X)c 'VJ叩（X),

which we would call the algebraic part ofマJr011(X).The idea originates from the出eory
of formal tangent spaces of Chow groups which w制 developedby Bloch and Stienstra. 
It is also inspired by a誌odgetheoretic鈴udyof this subject done by Green・Gri患ths(cf. 
[G]). The desired assertion then follows from the following: 

(1）争・'f(FνCHr(X)n CHr(X)alu) c 'V J~~（X). 

(2) If X is general and d(n -r）三2r十 1,th叩 'V.J;j~ （X) = 0. 

T協 eare shown by 陶 器 締eargumenも錨［Sa3],section 4. 

4 Mumford invariants as higher extensions 

The purpose of出issection isもOrelate the挺umfordinvf泌総もsto higher extensions in 
a suitable ca色egoryfollowing the works of Green-Gri航ths[G] and Asakura [Al], 3.2. 
It is motivated by the Beilinson’s formula in 2.1. Let R be a smooth algebra over Q 
and let Dn C恥匂（R)be the ring of differential operaもorsgenerated酪 asubri時 by
eR =Derδ（R, R) (derivations) and R (scalars). If R has a local coordinaもe｛山h$印 刷d
｛＆｝山由民the dual basis of { dxih$i$ni we have 

DR＝φR.aa （ゲ：口 δ＇f1a~2 ザ）
a EN 
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It is endowed with the filtration of differential order 

九De口 EBR・G° (Iα｜＝乞αi)・
lal:5P i=l 

A filtered DR-module is a pair (M, F) of a DR-module Mand an increasing filtration of 
finite R-modules凡M CM  (p E Z) satisfying 

(1) M = UpezFpM （凡M = 0 p << 0), 

(2) FpDR ・ FqM c Fp+qM, 

( 3) F is a good filtration, namely there exists q0εz such that 

FpDR・FqM C凡＋qM for Vp飢 dVq三qo・

We remark that we may drop the lasもcondition( 3) to geももhesame resulもinthis section. 
Let M:FR be the category of fil加redDR-modules. For an object M = (M, F) of M:FR its 
TateもwistM(r）おdefinedもobe (M, F(r)) with F(r)p = Fp-r・日verymorphism in M:F R 
h船 akernel and a col王ernelbut its image and coimage are not isomorphic in general. Thus 
M:FR is not an abelian category but iもbecomesan exact category by defining a complex 
inんtf:FR

(M1，九）→（M2，九）→（M2，九）

to be exact if and only if 

GrF1M1→GrF2M2→GrF3M3 

is an exact sequence of Rィnodul部.Thus we can consider higher extension groups in山e
sense of Yoneda inん1:FR.

Let f: x→ Spec(R) be a smooth projective morphism. The algebr必cde Rham 
cohomology M = Hj>R(X/ R) = W J.Oxm with the filtration凡M := F-PH'bR(X/R) 
gives rise to an object of M:FR: We let（） ε8 R act on M via 'V (J, the covariant derivative 
of() wiもhr部 pectto the algebraic Gauss-Manin connecもion

'V: H'bR(X/ R） → n~l奇⑧ H'bR(X/R).

Proposition 4.1 (cf. [Gj and [AtρFor integers p, qど 0,Ext~FR(R, H'bR(X/R)(r)) 
(R is consideredαs a DR-module via the augmentation DR → R and endowed m抗 the
filtration 凡R= 0 ifpく 0and FpR = R if p三0)is isomorphic to the cohomology of the 
following complex 

。おれF一計iH'bn（訂R）エ吟／QR p-PH'f:>R(X/C)エ鳴らRY十 1H'bR(X/R)

For a morphism </> : R→S of smooth Q-algebr邸 wehaveぬefunctor 

ん1:FR→入イ:Fs;(M,F）→ （S②R M,SRRF), 
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Here S⑧R Mis endowed with structure of Ds-module in such a way th叫 if｛ぬhさ nis 
a local coordinate on R and { ai｝凶 $nis the du叫 basisof { dxi｝凶$n•

。（α⑧m)=0（α） Rm+ ~e（ゆ（町））叫m （αε S, mεM，向。s）・

Now we put 

M:Fc = l国 M:FR.
Rec 

where R rang回 overthe subalgebras of C which are smoo出 overQ. Let X be a smooth 
projective variety over C. By the above construction H'DR(X/C) giv，田 riseも0岨 object
ofん1:Fc・4.1immediaもelyimplies the following. 

Corollary 4.2 For integers r, 11さOthere is a canonical isomorphism 

"V Jr•"(X） ム Ex七MFc(C,H'f;ji"(X/C)(r)). 

Proof of 4.1. For simplicity we assume that R has a local coordinate ｛町hssn・ Let 
｛δ~hSiSn be the dual b儲おof{dxi｝凶 9・Wehave the Koszul resolution of R回 afiltered 
DR-module: 

0→DR(-n）③スv→・・・→ DR（ー1）⑧V→ DR→R→0, 

where Vis a Q-vector space with a b錨凶｛eihSiSn and the boundary maps are given by 

p 
p-1 'I['"'『

DR(-p）似 V→DR(-p+l）③／＼ v；拘ei1／＼・・ ·t\eip →乞（－l)j~久仇1八一・〈叫ん・・八%・

I七is叩 exactsequence in M:FR and 4.1 follows easily from the following standard fact. 

Lemma 4.3 For (M, F）εMFR悦 have

明

o

r
E
E
J

、E
E
K

一一F
 

M
 

向
VR

 
D
 

R
 

F
 

V
M
 

4
L
 

X
 

E
 

ザν＝0

otherwise 

5 Arithmetic Hodge structures 

In this section we give a brief expl組 ationof cycle classes in higher exもensiongroup in 
七hec叫egoryof ariもhmeticHodge structures due to M. Asakura佃 dM. S叫 o(cf. [Al] 
and [MSa2]). In the construction ofもheprevious section, the Q-structure is not taken 
into account. The theory of ari七hmeticHodge structures remedies the defect組 dgiv，田 a
refinement of七heMumford invariants. 

Let S be a smooth scheme over Q. An admissible variation of mixed Hodge structur回
on S is defined七obe a datum (HQ, Ho, W.,F・, "V,i), where 

・ HQ is a local system of finite dimensional Q-vector space on S(C)仰 ，

・ Ho is a locally free Zariski sheaf of Os-module of finite r創ik,
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・ W.CHQ認 dW. C Ho are incr儲 sing記もrations,called the weig誌記む＆もおお，

・ F・ C Ho is a decreasing副tration,called the Hodge filtration, 

・¥!:Ho →Hoc n1 is an algebraic connection such that ¥12 = 0, 

・ i : HQ ② o~n ム Ho c O'!P which induces HQ③ C ム Ker(van),called倫

comparison isomorphism, 

組 d七heysaもisfythe following conditions: 

( 1) Two weight filtrations are comp叫iblewi七hrespect to i, 

(2) For every poiおも 8ξS(C），ぬefibers HQ,sよHo,swiぬもhei必ucedweig誌長ltration
肌 dHodge filtration define a mixed Hodge structure, namely an object of MHS. 

(3) (transversality）則的） c Wtc叫， ¥l(FP)c FP-1⑧n1 for W,p. 

( 4) (polarrizability) omitted, 

(5) (admi甑凶ity)omitted. 

We let V M HS ( S) denote the category of admissible variation of m江edHodge自truc-
tures on S. Some importanもremarksare the following: 

{i) VMHS訟anabelian categorテ

(ii) For a projective smooth morphism f: X→ S, we have出e硝 soci叫edcohomological 
objecも

JJ..q(X/S)(r) = (R!l J:nQ(r), H'JJR(X/S), ¥!, W・＋2r1F+r), 

where rn: X(C)→S(C), H'bR(X/S) ＝如（X,n主1s）参マ isもhe必geb蹴 Gau静

Manin connection, W・＋2•・｛r部p. F・÷勺isthe degr，缶詰iftofもheusual weig秘令部p.
Hodge fil七rations).In parもiculariもgivesrise to the Tate object ~（r) in C錨 eX 巴 s.

(iii) For S = Spec(R) we have the functor 

TMF : VMHS(S）→ん1.:FR;(HQ, Ho, W,F', ¥l,i）一歩 （Ho,F),

where Fp = p-v仙 dもhe舵 tionof DR on Ho is given by the action of eR induced 
by covariant derivatives with respect to ¥!. 

For a morphism T叶 Sofsmoo山 varietiesover Q, the inverse image functor V M HS( S）→ 
VMHS(T）短defined.The ca毛egoryof arith認 etic挺odgestructur側お nowdefined by: 

MM~H = l出 VMHS(S),
(S，η｝ 

where出elimitお takenover the set of smooth schemes S over ij with embeddings 
η ：否問 ~c. Byもheabove co邸 tructionMM~H is組 ab泌総 C儲egorywith the も.te
obj総領r）紹 d毛hecohomological object lJ..q(X/C)(r）舗 sociatedto a proj民主ivesmooth 
variety X over C. It is endowed with the functors 

TMF: MM~H → M:Fc and rn : MM~H → MHS, 
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36 

where the長rstone滋inducedby the functor in (iii) and the second is obもainedbyも誌ing
the偽ersover the poi凶 ofS(C) corresponding to the given ηin view of ( 2). The proof 
of the following七heoremdue to M. Asakura and M. Saito requires the七heoryof mixed 
Hodge modules [MSal], which is beyond scope of these notes. 

Theorem 5.1 There exists a cycle map 

ρ＇｛ : F.,CHr(X) ~ Ext~M~H （~（O），互2r-v(X/C)(r))

sαtisfying the following: 

(1) The composite of p'j/ with the map 

Ex七~M~H （~（O），互2r-l(X/C)(r））→ Ext~rn8(Q(O),H2r-l(X,Q(r))) ~ Jr(X) 

coincides with the Griffiths Abel.Jacobi m叩 ρx,where the first map is induced by 
rn and the second is Cαrlson's isomorphism. 

(2) The composite ofρY協 th抗tmαp 

ExtMMr（~（O),lf_2r-v(X/C)(r）） → Ext'M.rc(C,Hi{_R.,(X/C)(r)) ~ V'F・.,(X) 

coincides with </>'{, where the βrst map is induced by r MFαnd the second is the 
isomorphism of 4.2. 

Finally we remark tha七thereexist cycles whose Mumford invariants vanish but whose 
images underもherefined cycle maps do noもvanish(cf. [A2], Thm.1.3, [RS]). 

6 Appendix 

In仙issection we recall the definitions of two創trationson Chow groups used in these 
notes‘They町 eexcerpted from [Sa2], §1. First we introduce notations. 

Let C be the category of smooぬ projectivevaεieties over C. For XεC  we denote 
Hi(X) = H'(X，号） for simplicity. For V, XεC and for Fε CHq(V×X) let 

r : CH8(V）→CHr(X) and cp~ : H←2｛←り （V） → H•(x) (s = r -q + dim(V)) 

be仙の homomorphisms induced by r幽 組 algebraiccorrespondence. They are given by 
the formulae 

r.(a) = （πx）バ（πγ〉’｛α）・ r) for αε CH8(V), 

外（月）＝（πx).((7rv）機（{3)u [r]) for pεH←2｛日l(V),

where町： V×X 吋 X 組 dπv:VxX→Vare the projections and [r］εH2q(V×X) 
is the cohomology cl拙 sof r. 

Definition 6.1 For v ~ 0 we define F五CHr(X)for VXεCα.nd for Vr主oin the 
following inductive wαy: 

(1）時CH8(V）出 CH8(V)for VV EC and for Vsと0.
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(2) Assume that we hαve defined F8CH8(V）口 CH8(V)for ¥IV EC and for ¥fs三0.
Then we define 

FIJ+lCHr(X）口乞Imαge（じ： FBCHr+dパ （V）→ CHr(X)),
V,q,r 

where V,q,r rαnge over the following data: 

（α）VεC of dimension dv, 

（め T 壬 q~r ÷ dv,

(c) rεCHq(V×X）叫 tisfyingthe condition cp'f-" = 0, where 

cp'fザ： H28-"(V）→ H2夕刊（X) (s = r -q十dv）ー

Definition 6.2 We define F8MCHr(X) in the sαme inducitve wαy as 6.1 except that we 
replace (2)(c）勾 thefollo切ngcondition: 

(c）’ r E C Hq (V x X) satisfying the condition 

ψ'f－ν（H2日 （V))c N…+iH2…（X). 

Here NPH事（X)c H事（X)denoもesthe p-th coniveau filtration: 

NPH*(X）口 I!き Ker(H*(X）→H*(X-Y)), 
y ...... x 

codimx(Y）~p 

where Y r組 gesover all closed subschemes of X of codimension~ p. 
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